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TUESDAY, MAY 26, 2015 AT 3:40 PM

Four Brewers, S2E22 Notes
The Lost Abbey Ultimate Box Set, Part 2

Start Show (00:43)

Shout at the Nagel

Part 2 of the Box Set

Sara Kidd on the show

Lost Abbey made us Satanists

Beer 1: Track 7 (01:28)
“The Devil Inside”

song by INXS

There is a devil being born on the label

Remix of Veritas 006
Raspberry

cherry

sour yellow base beer

orange peel

mandrin orange zest

tannic

Matt: tannic like wow

Reminds Matt of Track 2

Nagel: has a bit of acetone?

Sara: has a stank of fruity afterbirth

Jason: woman’s head could be mistaken for something
else…

Looks like vagina

Matt: has acetone, least fav beer
smells like nail polish remover

Matt doesn’t like at all

John: smell pretty good to him
tastes good too

Matt: good, solid, but a low point in the series

Jason disagrees, not the best, but not a drain pour

John: not a drain pour

Matt: has a roughness to it

Jason likes it a lot
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Jason thinks the devil is in our palate
label weirds Jason out

John: poor placement

Matt: odd perspective

Jason: Biggest vagina on a bottle since Raging Bitch

Ralph Steadman did the Raging Bitch art

Lost abbey has all artwork on walls

Sean Dominguez (spelling?)

Lost Abbey adds clip art to Duck Duck Gooze

Brad from Hopcast made a video mentioning Papyrus

Beer 2: Track 8 (09:10)
You can find this is stores

“The Number of the Beast”

Jason will karaoke fight Matt according to sara

Jason does a good Brian Johnson

Matt does better

Raisin, cinnamon and chilies

bourbon version of Judgement Day

Greg: tastes like Mexican Chocolate

Matt: rasin-y fruit on the nose

John: not really a whale

Jason: Chino at Liquor Paradise gave Jason a bottle of this

Jason and John left John in the back seat of his truck when
he broke his hand

We all like it

Matt: spices play well

Sara wants more CO2

Matt doesn’t like cinnamon in beer usually
Matt knows of people who put cereal in their mash

Jason: that’s why it’s call cereal mash

John: Jason is an awesome beer geek
talking

photoing for Untappd

monitoring IRC

Jason did customer service calls

Nagel: best winter warmer style

John: could use more CO2

Nagel: imagine more bubbles

Jason: fully carb’d it could be really good

Jason is somehow on BA
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Beer 3: Track 9 (14:13)
Matt makes Number 9 joke again…

“Knocking’ on Heaven’s Door"

Heaven beer should have been #7 (seventh heaven)

Everyone is doing the Guns N’ Roses version of the song

easy impression

John was singing N’Sync version

Sara was looking at John

“Malty-tasking"

Cuvee de Tomme held back to age more
added currants

melded with rain and cherry

came out very fruity

added brettanomyces

plum fruit, brown malt

just enough funk from brettanomyces

John: this one has more CO2 on it

Matt: frothy

Sara: 4/5 Satans

Matt: has winter fruit vibe, plummy

John: IDK

Nagel likes it

Soldiers on the bottle cheering while a village is being blown
up

war crimes, boo

Satan loves war crimes

Matt: that was the fun part of Vietnam

No, Matt…

Charlie Don’t Surf shirt Axl Rose wore

Bob Dylan wrote the song
Matt did Bob Dylan impression, but still sounded like Axl

Johns least fav, doesn’t like brett
others are digging it

Nagel: funky fruity plummy cheese
Nagel loves funky shit

John: weird funk

Sara: fav of this series

4/5 Four Brewers like this beer

Beer 4: Track 10 (20:42)
“Bat Out of Hell"

Meatloaf song
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Jason doesn’t know this song

John only knows the Meatloaf song with a woman
I Would Do Anything for Love

Was it Lita Ford? - no

Nagel’s wife loves Bat Out of Hell

Nagel hates it

Bitch Tits Bob (Meatloaf on Fight Club)

Celebrity Apprentice

Coffee and Cacoa nib version of Serpent Stout
4 bourbon barrels selected for their chocolate flavor

Ryan Bros Coffee and Cacao nibs added

Nagel: smells of concrete block

Matt: not into this

Nagel: flavor good, but aroma not

Jason: something off on aroma

Nagel: ashy

John: Soy sauce

Nagel: Rebar

Matt: ashtray, chocolate, vomit

Sara like this one more than the acetone beer

John likes this beer
ABV? 13.5%

gets soy sauce, but not bad

not ashy to him

Matt: like an ash tray after a party

Jason: coffee and cigarettes

John gets coffee

Matt: out of 12, he doesn’t like 2 so far

Nagel: burnt squaw bread

John thinks others are overreacting

Sara and Jason dumped so they don’t suffer through it

Beer 5: Track 11 (26:13)
back to Satan

there is filler in albums

what if Use Your Illusion was one good album
John likes Don’t Cry pt 2

Matt loves You Could Be Mine from GnR

Matt wants to play beer hearts (?)

Sara is pouring heavy

Playing with the Queen of Hearts song
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Lyrics are goth poetry for children

ale in bourbon barrels with peaches and black tea

Nagel: pours very dark on bottom and cloudy on top

Matt and Johns is clear

“The Devil Went Down To Georgia”
Matt Vandenberge tea cocktail

Angel’s Share aged in Heaven hill Barrels for 9 months

added peach

added Brettanomyces to ferment peaches

the most experimental of the seires

like “Get In the Ring"

Matt: fruity, not too heavy, tea isn’t excessively tannic
John made a tannic tea beer

Matt likes, a highlight for him

Sara: 4/5 Satans

John learned who Bob Guchioni is from GnR

Axl Rose is fat and can’t sing
John: Axl is looking bad now

Jason doesn’t care that he’s fat, but he sounds terrible

late ’90’s, Axl didn’t sound good on MTV awards

Jimmy Fallon was excited for GnR on MTV awards

Patton Oswald joke

Jason not into this beer

John: these beers are polarizing

Matt: nice balance of malt and fruity, a lot of tea in aroma,
low tannic

Jason doesn’t like cocktail chasing beers
Jason doesn’t like peach tea

Matt enjoyed flavor, doesn’t think it’s a cocktail type of beer

John in the middle. Wouldn’t seek out again

Nagel: these beers all have a time and a place

Nagel: cook with this on the side, but wouldn’t do that with a
beer this expensive

John: cook with the dump bucket

Beer 6: Track 12 (35:04)
John’s fav label

Jason doesn’t think there was any thought to drinking these
in order of release

like a compilation album

“Heaven and Hell”

everyone likes this label
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Hour glass on bottle

Metal as Fuck

Ale aged in oak barrels

non-fruited sour ale

blend of 3 base beers
Avante Garde

Sour Base (unreleased)

Gift Of the Maji

Matt loves this
Matt has a fat boner for this beer

this is like track 3, tart but not in your face, complex

Nagel: a leg crosser

Carmel, honey, buckwheat honey

you don’t need to put a lot of shit in your beer (fruit, etc)

Matt: a lot of stone fruit

Nagel: Fruits tend to drop out over time
maybe not, raspberry beer had a lot of fruit

Matt’s two fav’s were two blends. Simple.

Nagel: nice oak note, not too big

Matt: this is the winner of Part 2
everyone agrees

Track 6 was dope

6 and 12

if this were album, side one and side two

Talk about arrangement of songs on the radio
Metallica’s “…And Justice For All” is a good example

“Master of Puppets” as well

Back in Black best rock song ever

Reign in Blood by Slayer - best thrash album

Thanks to John for donating his Box Set

Jason: this is a big expensive compilation of beers
great labels

great packaging

killer beers

Lost Abbey out a lot thought into this

Lost Abbey did a great job with this, unique

Beer was polarizing in a good way

Sara: How many of these were sold?
John: his box was #12-611

John: stupid to try to drink this alone, share this with friends, for
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sure

Patrons get a special Track 13 bonus episode
also, if you leave a review on iTunes

send us an email if you left a review

Plugs

END SHOW

Created in Day One


